
Empirical Project, Eco 311, 2013 Spring

Deadline: 12:30 PM on May 8, 2013

We want to investigate how international trade affects the growth. The data file 311 growth.dta

contains data on average growth rates over 1960-1995 for 65 countries, along with variables

that are potentially related to growth. The definition for the variable is

Variable Definition

country name name of country

growth average annual percentage growth of real GDP from 1960 to 1995

rgdp60 the value of GDP per capita in 1960

tradeshare the average share of trade in the economy from 1960 to 1995

yearsschool the average number of years of schooling of adult residents in 1960

rev coups the average number of revolutions and coup from 1960 to 1995

assassinations the average number of assassinations from 1960 to 1995

Please use 311 growth.dta to answer ten questions. Each question is worth one point. The

total points are ten. You need to report the stata command and stata result for all questions.

You need to finish this project independently.

1. Display the country that has the maximum value of growth. Hint: use list if...

2. Draw the histogram for growth. Is growth symmetric or not? How to interpret asym-

metric growth distribution? Hint: use command histogram and do some googling.

3. Define a dummy variable D that equals 1 if growth > 0, and equals 0 if growth ≤ 0.

We define a country as growing country if D = 1, and nongrowing country if D = 0.

Test the hypothesis that average rgdp60 is the same for the growing and nongrowing

countries. What is the conclusion? Hint: use command sort and ttest...by(...),

or run a regression which involves dummy variable

4. Please draw the scatterplot of growth against tradeshare. Does there appear to a

relationship between the two variables? Hint: use twoway scatter...

5. Please report the the simple regression where growth is the dependent variable, and

tradeshare is the independent variable. Interpret the coefficient of tradeshare. Is

tradeshare exogenous or endogenous? In other words, is there any omitted variable in

the simple regression?
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6. There is an outlier shown in the scatterplot, and the outlier has the highest tradeshare.

Please rerun the simple regression without the outlier.

7. Report a regression that allows for non-constant marginal effect of tradeshare on

growth. Compare the new regression to the simple regression that assumes constant

marginal effect. Which regression is better?

8. Report the the multiple regression where growth is the dependent variable, and trade-

share and yearsschool are the independent variables. Interpret the coefficient of trade-

share. Does multicollinearity exist because tradeshare and yearsschool are correlated?

9. Continue above question. find the 95% prediction interval for growth when tradeshare

= 0.4, and yearsschool = 4.

10. One measure of political stability is rev coups. How to test the hypothesis that after

controlling for tradeshares and yearsschool, rev coups has no effect on growth. What

is the conclusion?
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